In this paper we propose a new architecture, which is composed of distributed cooperative agents to reduce the false alarm ratio of the intrusion detection systems (IDS) 
Introduction
Over the past few years, the improvement of intrusion detection systems (IDS) has been broadly studied from diverse perspectives. One of the recent approaches to enhance the efficiency of the IDS is to use the idea of distributed artificial agents, known as multi-agent systems (MAS) [7] , [10] , [11] . Applying MAS as the basis for IDS makes detection process decentralized, which is generally a solution for scalability in the sense that it avoids the bottleneck and single point of failure in the systems with real time response.
The aforementioned agent-based architectures mainly have two problems. Firstly the typical proposed frameworks are used to facilitate the intrusion recognition by dividing the tasks into subtasks to be done by agents, while all agents and subtasks are implemented at IDS level [7] , [10] . Generally these frameworks lack the detailed discussion in terms of methodology they use to enhance the efficiency of intrusion detection compared to a conventional IDS. Secondly in such systems the distributed agents lack the explicit clarification of their goals, beliefs and desires in a certified manner to enable the frameworks to prove that the multi-layered agent architecture, to some extent, guarantees the approach to the defined goal(s) [7] , [11] . In this paper, we propose a framework in which intelligent agents are used as a system component in order to perform spontaneous automated intrusion response. In this framework, agents are characterized to be reactive (in the sense that they perceive the environment and provide responses towards their objectives), proactive (they pursue their defined goals by taking the initiative) and deliberate (they apply the three level structure knowledge of belief, desire and intention so called BDI). Objectively, we advance the conventional use of MAS in IDS by using game theoretical analysis. Like our previous paper [3] , we utilize honeypot (as bait in the form of a vulnerable system to trap intruders) together with IDS for a more close investigation. The main contribution of this paper is on using cooperative game theory to evaluate our proposed agent-based model. We analyze agents' cooperative behaviors and then formalize this analysis to trace the coalition formation stages and find the optimum coalition (equilibrium point).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an architectural model of the proposed framework with the relative components. Section 3 deals with game theoretic approach to discuss the distributed agents' associated actions in a manner that decreases the false alarm ratio of detection. We also provide an expressive example of the discussed issues. In Section 4, we analyze the proposed model's efficiency by comparison with conventional systems. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
Proposed Remote Manager Architecture
General Description. In this section we outline the requirements of the proposed infrastructure. The proposed topology in this paper is a cooperative multi-agent system. In order to regulate execution of this MAS and recognize the improvement of intrusion detection, proper methodology must be built to implement the cooperation and communication between the defined agents. The MAS structure is composed of intelligent distributed agents, which are capable of learning and reasoning toward achieving their goals.
The proposed cooperating MAS (illustrated in Figure 1 ), is set up in distributed sub-nets, consists of different servers and clients, each associated with a host-based IDS. Since the supervised network is composed of a number of LANs, the proposed MAS is configured as three layered agent architecture and each layer consists of different cooperating agents. Agents fall into the following categories: manager agent M.Ag, detector agent D.Ag, honeyd agent H.Ag, records agent R.Ag and execution agent E.Ag. The remote manager, as the main part of the topology, associates these agents to the system components. Associated agents communicate with each other and reflect the outcome of the system component to one another. They communicate by exchanging communication messages. A communication message is a tuple α, β, Ag x , Ag y , M, t where α indicates whether it is a report, order or fetch communication message, β represents the type of the message (i.e. reporting new attack, requesting information, initializing or stop interacting), Ag x and Ag y are respectively the sender and receiver of the message, M is the content of the message and finally t is the time at which the message is sent.
Since the remote manager is more complicated than other parts, we magnified its partitioned infrastructure separately in Figure 1 . The details cooperative components are in [3] . The remote manager architecture consists of five parts: (1) Figure 2 represents the cooperating MAS in a three layer hierarchical tree structure. The M.Ag agent is equipped with a report analysis section, which enables him to check the type of the suspicious attempts. Checking the message content, M.Ag compares the situation risk with the Agent Risk Threshold, which is used to warn an attack if interaction exceeds some specifications. In order to be more accurate in checking, M.Ag may query some information from records to be provided by R.Ag. In case the risk of attempt does not exceed the threshold, M.Ag orders D.Ag to continue interaction together with the information provided by the R.Ag. In contrast, if the risk of the attempt exceeds the threshold, M.Ag in order to cope with the suspicious attack initializes H.Ag to deal with the connection and also D.Ag to stop interacting with the suspicious attacker. M.Ag also requests E.Ag of the router to redirect all the relative connection packets to the specific H.Ag and reroute the responses to the end user. We formalize the summarized communication protocol between the agents (as a if-then rule) as follows: The H.Ag is a cooperative intelligent agent, which is activated and ruled by M.Ag in the system. H.Ag is equipped with a mechanism capable of learning through introspection and analysis of the intruder behavior and consequently creates the appropriate script for emulating the system. Honeyd can support different services simultaneously, so it starts responding and interacts with the suspected intruder under the control of the H.Ag. Honeyd records in another logbook all activities observed while interaction. He also stores all tools used by the intruders in records as a forensic machine. At this time, M.Ag analyzes the interactions taken place between the end user and honeyd which have been reported by the associated H.Ag. The analysis is done based on previous knowledge, which can be dynamically updated (by other M.Ags or by administrator) throughout the system functioning. M.Ag is an intelligent agent, therefore he senses the environment and reconfigures the responses. M.Ag also learns from the previous report analysis to enhance his accuracy in intrusion detection. In case of the attack approved, M.Ag, concerning the appropriate created signature issued to the records, sends a message to R.Ag followed by a message to E.Ag, requests dropping of the packets from that end user. This simply means M.Ag, creates the signature upon experience gained from the intrusion attempt of a particular end user which by logging in records, will be used for further likely intrusions of the other users. Moreover M.Ag disconnects the spurious connections, which may lead to loss of resources in the system. In case the attack is disapproved, M.Ag manages to avoid disconnecting the current connection with the end user. To this end, H.Ag is ordered to stop interacting and sends all the logfiles back to the D.Ag that initially reported the attack. Also E.Ag is ordered to redirect the incoming packets to the D.Ag in order to continue interaction. In any case the detection process is not redirected to any other layer, the involved agents pursue the detection process and manage to handle it. This allows for achieving what we call equilibrium points (Figure 2 ), which will be explained in Section 3. 
Game Theoretic Analysis
Formalization. In the proposed model, each agent behavior (set of strategies) is a complementary action for other agents in the sense that it affects their decision making process (strategy selection). Without loss of generality, agents adapt themselves to the environment changes, which could be caused by diverse work load on each agent. Therefore, the adaptation to the new state of environment should be an optimum combination of different agents' contributing efforts. In this section, we formulate interactions between different types of agents that use self interested entities in a game theoretic model. Therefore, the system administrator would be able to predict the optimum combination of agents (agent coalition) at a given time considering the load of user interactions. To do so, we model the interaction between different types of agents as a finite dynamic coalition game [1] with transferable utility [5] . We define the game as a pair (A, V ) where A is a set of agents which formed by combination of agents with different types (i.e H.Ag, M.Ag, E.Ag, or R.Ag) and V is a global function (equation 1) that associates a real number to each formed coalition as the worth of that coalition.
Generally, our designed coalition game holds two main objectives. The former objective is to manage existing agents with respect to the limited number of agents in a sense that we obtain: (1) maximum level of security (minimum number of false alarm detection); (2) maximum level of coverage (optimum distribution of agents in the system); and (3) minimum time of reaching the equilibrium point (the stage in the game that agents prefer to stay in their coalition instead of changing or doing any other collaboration). Doing so, this analysis is concentrating to find the best dynamic coalition in the system considering number of involved agents and the process time. In the later objective, we concentrate on measuring the agents level of contribution in the coalition.
Considering C as the set of coalitions, C ∈ C would be a coalition consisting of a number of agents of different types. Let T be the set of time units. At each time unit in the system, based on the load of intruders, which is reported by the detector agent D.Ag, the best coalition should be formed with respect to the aforementioned two objectives of the game. Therefore, we define a global characteristic function V , expressed in equation 1, that assigns a value to each coalition (worth of coalition):
This function identifies the worth of coalition C i at time t. The value T r is generally the amount of time that involved agents needing to perform actions (objectively respecting a proper coalition). This value is set by the system administrator and basically reflects the level of security in order to form the best possible coalition. In general, if T r is set to relatively small value, then the formation of the best coalition could be failed, which would lead to lower security level. On the other hand, by setting larger value for T r, the best coalition could be formed, which overall increases the security level. The value n is the number of types of agents (here 4). N ij concerns the number of involved agents of agent type j in coalition C i and W ij is the weight (agent's computational ability) of agents type j regardless of their community cardinality. By referring to this definition, we observe that at the initial moments of reporting intrusion by D.Ag in the system the characteristic function provides a good incentive for agents in the sense that they form better coalitions and thus collaborate. This natural desire of agents to collaborate for obtaining more benefit remains up to the point that: (1) no agent in the environment can get more benefits by changing his current strategies (considering the other agents strategies); and (2) the characteristic function does not increase by changing the set of agents in the coalition, which is called the equilibrium point of the system. Moreover, the characteristic function V must satisfy the superadditional characteristic [6] expressed in equation 2. Based on our defined characteristic function we can put the game in the category of supperadditive games [5] . The characteristic function V respectively violates the monotonicity characteristic [2] , [6] because different agent types have different capability levels. Most important issue in coalition games is to divide the coalition gained utility fairly among agents in the coalition. To this end, we used Shapely Value [9] , expressing agents marginal contribution in coalitions, and decide for their following collaborative status. Excluding the fact that the function V assigns a value to each coalition, each agent has to have enough motivation to stay in the coalition, so called Coalition Stability.
Gradually, the involving agents, considering their gained utility, approach to a stable coalition (so called Winning Coalition). Once the winning coalition is formed, a subsequent shapely value (utility) would be dedicated to each contributing agent, which is equal to his expected gained utility all over the coalitions. Equations 3 and 4 are the general formulas that express the utility function, derived from [9] .
where
The value φ Agi is the unique utility assigned to Ag i , with respect to all possible formed coalitions. Generally the shapely value should satisfy two properties [6] , defined in equation 3: (1) Efficiency: The utility vector exactly splits the total value; and (2) Individual Rationality: No agent receives less than what he could get on his own.
Expressive Example. We pick an example of our proposed agent-based model and apply our game theoretic analysis to show how accurate our proposed model works. Suppose that administrator's predefined levels of security (reflecting accuracy of false alarms detection) in the given system, which are as follows: (1 , and 2 execution agents (E.Ag 1 and E.Ag 2 ) with respect to the weights (computational ability) of {4, 5, 3, 2, 2} for each type of agent. The system administrator sets T r to 30 msec, which belongs to the third level of security of the system. Therefore, the objective is to check whether the system optimum equilibrium point with the best possible response time. At time space t 0 , the load of intruders on D.Ag 1 and D.Ag 2 is 7 and 5, as shown in Figure 3 . At time t 0 , D.Ag 1 and D.Ag 2 are supported with stable coalitions C 1 and C 2 . At time t 1 , number of detected intruders by D.Ag 2 increases from 5 to 8 and consequently the coalition C 2 will not be stable any more. We investigate how honeyd agents should distribute the load among each other (see H.Ag 4 's behavior analysis using equations 1 and 2). 
Experimental Results
In this section, we describe the implementation of a proof of concept prototype. We also compare our proposed model with conventional IDS and Honeyd systems. In the implemented prototype, agents inherit from the basic class Java − Simulator c T M Agent. The testbed environment (represented in table 2) uses legal traffic to generate different background traffic to test the system. In the simulation mostly the attack traffic is directed towards the system in an isolated test network starting at very low network load range. Therefore, we generate a high range of attacking packets, which increases the load of the system in order to evaluate the ratio of false alarm. Figure 4 compares the three systems in terms of the number of falsely detected packets, reflecting the corresponding false alarm. Figure 5 shows the results of three different tests regarding to the accuracy of the proposed system. The conventional IDS system has a high false alarm ratio because the detection accuracy is low and there is no further investigation for the suspected attacks. In the conventional honeyd system, since there is no initial detection, it will automatically ignore the packets when the load is high, but in the proposed system since the packets are filtered initially by D.Ag, we do not encounter such a bottleneck at least up to very large number of attacking packets generated. Moreover, by changing the agents coalitions, the load is evenly distributed. The network load is measured as the percent of total network bandwidth occupied by the traffic. Our tests show that the proposed system can manage to improve the detection accuracy in comparison with the conventional honeyd and IDS. As it is clear, in the proposed system the objective is to re-check the attacking packets in order to avoid the false alarms while both honeyd and IDS have their own false alarm ratio, which is definitely greater than what we gained as a cooperation of these two systems. Because in the proposed system M.Ag decides on the accuracy of the initial detection of D.Ag and forms the best coalitions in order to investigate the suspected packets, we have a better performance of false alarm ratio in all the network loads. Table 2 represents the creation of confidence intervals for six runs. As the experimental results show, the best performance measured is 0.1243.
Conclusions
The paper presents a new agent-based model on a network used to decrease the false alarms rate of the intrusion detection systems. The system allocates different types of activities to each agent in the coalition based on their level of capability and their level of access to the resources (e.g. storing any necessary information about the identified attacker by records agent). We also tried to maximize level of distribution by increasing the level of autonomy and adaptivity of each type of agent. We analyzed the proposed agent-based model interactions between different agents with using cooperative game theory. Finding the best coalition of existing agents with respect to their abilities, load of attacks on the system and predefined time of response is the main purpose of our game theoretic analysis. We proposed a dynamic characteristic function in order to evaluate each coalition value considering the time of coalition formation.
For future work, we should pay more attention to the following problems: How to formalize each type of agent capabilities in order to achieve maximum level of distribution. Finding a reliable and accurate equilibrium point is one of the most challenging problems in our game theoretic analysis, which can be caused by number of dynamic impacting factors and their complicated correlation. We can extend the results of game theoretic analysis to formalize different thresholds to classify the levels of security in the system.
